DISPOSABLE WIPER PRODUCT GUIDE
LIGHT DUTY
TACK CLOTH - 23” X 24” - Gang folded - Resinbond - Smooth finish - Treated to catch and hold dust, making it ideal for areas
where airborne dust needs to be controlled. It is treated with mineral oil to eliminate additional aerosol cleaners making it
environmentally friendly.

MEDIUM DUTY
AEROSPACE - 12” X 17” - 1/4 Fold, Pop Up - Rayon - 24 Mesh Finish - Designed specifically for the aerospace industry. Meets
or exceeds SAE specs AMS_3819, Class 1, Grade A & BMS 15-SF. White, exceptionally low linting, strong & durable, solvent
resistant, non-abrasive w/ no chemical binders.
AIRLAY - 12” X 13” - 1/4 Fold - Airlay - Embossed Finish - A cost effective wiper with exceptional absorbency & durability
making it perfect for general purpose tasks. White, soft cloth like feel & thickness, abrasion resistant & reusable as well.
DRC - 9” x 16.75”, 9” x 13”, 12” x 13” - Pop Up, Center Pull, Roll - DRC - Smooth Finish - Similar cloth like feel and thickness to
Airlay but made from a stronger cellulose. Great softness & absorbency making it an ideal all purpose wiper. White, reusable,
abrasion resistant & economical.
HYDRO ENTANGLED SPUNLACE - 12” x 12”, 9” x 17”, 12” X 13” - Roll, Pop Up, 1/4 Fold - CPP Spunlace - Embossed Finish Extremely versatile, strong & highly absorbent. Very low lint, solvent resistant, abrasion resistant, wipes dry & is use reusable.
RAYON/PET - 12” X 21” - 1/4 Fold - Rayon/PET - Textured Finish - Designed specifically for the automotive industry, low linting
& non abrasive wiper. Blue, economical, cloth like thickness, the textured finish helps to trap particles.
RESINBOND - 12” X 21” - 1/4 Fold - Resinbond - Apetrured Finish - Low lint, absorbent & durable make this a good choice for
food service, manufacturing & health care. Blue/White, Pink/White, economical, soft feel when wet and the ability to color code
to prevent cross contamination.

HEAVY DUTY
AEROSPACE - 12” X 17” - Roll - Rayon - Textured Finish -Designed specifically for the aerospace industry. Meets or exceeds
SAE specs AMS_3819, Class 1, Grade A & BMS 15-SF. White, exceptionally low linting, strong & durable, solvent resistant,
non-abrasive w/ no chemical binders.
DRC - 12” x 13” - 1/4 Fold - DRC - Smooth Finish - Similar cloth like feel and thickness to Airlay but made from a stronger
cellulose. Great softness & absorbency making it an ideal all purpose wiper. White, reusable, abrasion resistant & economical.
FOOD SERVICE SPUNLACE - 12” X 21” - 1/4 Fold - Spunlace - 24 Mesh Finish - Designed for multi use purposes where wet
strength and durability are needed. Yellow, Blue, White, Pink, ideal for food preparation and manufacturing, restaurants,
healthcare facilities, hospitality & schools, apertured to give it the ability to pick up food or dirt particles better & color coding
allows prevention of cross contamination.
HYDRO ENTANGLED SPUNLACE - 12” x 12”, 9” x 17”, 12” X 13” - Roll, Pop Up, 1/4 Fold - CPP Spunlace - Embossed Finish Extremely versatile, strong & highly absorbent. Very low lint, solvent resistant, abrasion resistant, wipes dry & is use reusable
* Coastal Wipers can help set you apart from your competition by custom developing, designing, testing and private
labeling your products to your specifications. We have the experience and resources necessary to bring your idea and
brand to market backed up by the customer service and logistics to help you succeed.
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